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What is a “star”?
How hot is the surface of the Sun?  How is this known?  The Sun is gaseous, so how come it has a “surface”?
How hot is the center of the Sun?  How is this known? 
How long can the Sun remain as a  shining body?  How is this known?
Describe the radial structure of the Sun.  How is this know?
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For an extensive listing of books on “stars” …  http://www.ericweisstein.com/encyclopedias/books/Stars.html

Course Goals
• To know the properties of various phases of the interstellar matter;
• To understand how stars form out of molecular clouds; under what conditions;
• To understand the physical properties of stars, and to know how these properties change with time as a star evolves;
• To understand the basic physics underlying complex stellar evolution models;
• To know how to interpret observational parameters of stars; 
• To understand how stars of different masses evolve and what the end products of their evolution are.
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Stellar structure: balance of forcesStellar evolution: (con)sequence of thermonuclear reactions in different parts of a star

Often used fundamental constants Physicalradiation density constant    7.55 × 10-16 J m-3 K-4 velocity of light                        3.00 × 108 m s-1 gravitational constant            6.67 × 10-11 N m2 kg-2ℎ Planck’s constant                    6.62 × 10-34 J sBoltzmann’s constant            1.38 × 10-23 J K-1 mass of electron                     9.11 × 10-31 kgmass of hydrogen atom        1.67 × 10-27 kgAvogardo’s number               6.02 × 1023 mol-1
 Stefan Boltzmann constant  5.67 × 10-8 W m-2 K-4 (= ac/4) gas constant (k/mH)               8.26 × 103 J K-1 kg-1   charge of electron                1.60 × 10-19 C

Check out   http://pdg.lbl.gov/2006/reviews/astrorpp.pdf
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AstronomicalL Solar luminosity      3.86 x 1026 WM Solar mass                                1.99 x 1030 kgTeff Solar effective temperature  5780 KTc Solar Central temperature    1.6 x 107 K (theoretical)R Solar radius                               6.96 x 108 mm apparent mag of Sun              −26.7 mag (V)   M absolute mag of Sun              +4.8 mag (V)θ apparent size of Sun               32’< >        mean density of Sun             1.4 g cm-3(B-V) Color of the Sun                      0.6 magParsec  (unit of distance)                     3.09 x 1016 m
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Properties of Stars

• Luminosity [erg s-1] L = bolometric luminosity = power
• Spectral luminosity [erg s-1μm-1] Lλ dλ= －(c/ν2) dν

• flux [erg s-1 cm-2] f 
• flux density [erg s-1 cm-2 μm-1] fλ or fν 1 Jansky (Jy) = 10 [erg s cm Hz ]  

f(v=0)=3640 Jy

• Brightness/intensity [erg s-1 cm-2 sr-1] B 
• Specific intensity [erg s-1 cm-2 sr-1 Hz-1] Iν
• Energy density [erg cm-3] u = (4 π/c) J 

J=mean intensity = (1/4π) ∫ I d Ω
• Magnitude … apparent, absolute, bolometric, AB

Vocabulary

 Jy =  10( . )/ .
= −2.5 log 3631 Jy
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Our Sun ---- the best studied star 
Penumbra

Umbra

granulation

Basic parameters to compare between theories and observations
Mass ( ) 
 Luminosity ( ) 
 Radius ( )
 Effective temperature (Te)
 Distance measured flux

Observable properties of stars

M, R, L and Te not independent- L and Teff Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram or    color-magnitude diagram (CMD) - L and M      mass-luminosity relation
http://www.astrohandbook.com/links.html

L= 4    Te4 F = L /4  
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From wikipedia by Richard Powell based on Hipparcos
data and Gliese catalog 

For (nearby) star databases http://www.projectrho.com/public_html/starmaps/catalogues.php

https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/news_20150807

Y

ℳJupiter ~0.001 ℳ☉Stars:M > 0.08 ℳ☉Brown Dwarfs:0.08 ℳ☉ > M > 13 ℳJPlanet-mass Objects:M < 13 ℳJ
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To measure the stellar distance
Nearest stars d > 1pc  p < 1”
 For a star at d=100 pc, p= 0.01”
 Ground-based observations angular resolution ~1“; HST has 0.05”
 Hipparcos measured the parallaxes of 105 bright stars with p~0.001“  reliable distance determinations for stars up to d=100 pc
 ~100 stars with good parallax distances

Preliminary Version of the Third Catalogue of 
Nearby Stars 

Gliese & Jahreiss (1991)

CDS catalog number: V/10A
2964/3803 complete entries GAIA will measure 109 stars! 

In most cases, the distance is estimated 
 Stars with the same spectra are assumed to have identical set of physical parameters (spectroscopic parallax).  For example, a G2V star should have the same absolute magnitude as the Sun. 
 By comparison of the apparent brightness of an object with the known brightness of that particular kind of objects                − = 5 log  − 5 +  is usually unknown; it depends on the intervening dust grains that scatter and absorb the star light, and also depends on the distance to the object
 Main-sequence fitting; moving-cluster method; Cepheid variables
 Other methods for Galactic molecular clouds, galaxies, etc.
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To measure the stellar size
 Angular diameter of sun at 10 pc = 2R/10pc  = 5 × 10 radians = 10 arcsec
 Even the HST (0.05”) barely capable of measuring directly the sizes of stars, except for the nearest supergiants
 Radii of ~600 stars measured with techniques such as interferometry, (lunar) occultation or for eclipsing binaries
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Beaver & Eitter (1979)

White et al (2013)

Optical interferometery CHARA

Lunar occultation 

To measure the stellar temperature
What is Teff?  What is the “surface” of a star?
What is T anyway?  Temperature is often defined by other physical quantities through an equation (“law”) (by radiation or by particles)blackbody, radiation, color, excitation, ionization, kinetic, electron, conductive ...
 Only in thermal equilibrium are all these temperatures the same.
 Photometry (spectral energy distribution) gives a rough estimate of T, e.g., fluxes/magnitudes measured at different wavelengths, such as the “standard” Johnson system UBVRI
 There are many photometric systems, using broad bands, intermediate bands, special bands, at optical or infrared  wavelengths, etc.

Band U B V R I
λ/nm 365 445 551 658 806
∆λ/nm 66 94 88 138 149
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≡  
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Running (slope) between B and Vbands, i.e., the ( − ) color (index)
 photospheric temperatureThe larger the value of ( − ), the redder (cooler) the star.

LeBlanc
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 Calibration for −  =  ( )
 The observed ( − ) must be corrected for interstellar extinction in order to derive the stellar intrinsic ( − )0
More accurate determination of T by spectra and stellar atmosphere models, e.g., the Kurucz’s model

( − )☉ =  0.656 ±  0.005
Color Excess = ( − )obs – ( − )int

Sloan Digital Sky Survey 

A special (line) filter
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Different temperature, elements (at different excitation and ionization levels)  different set of spectral lines
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Line ratios  Temperature

I   --- neutral atoms; II  --- ionized once; III --- ionized twice; …  e.g., H I = H0 … H II = H+ … He III = He+2 … Fe XXVI = Fe+25

Hot stars --- peaked at short wavelengths (UV); mainly He lines, some H lines Warm stars --- peaked in the visible wavelengths; H lines prominent Cool stars --- peaked at long wavelengths (IR); molecular lines/bands 
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Oppenheimer et al. 1998

Brown dwarfs and Planetary ObjectsL, T and Y types

http://www.exoclimes.com/paper-outlines/exoplanets-and-brown-dwarfs-ii/

Brown dwarfs and Planetary Objects
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Using imaging photometry (time saving) to trace spectral features 

http://spiff.rit.edu/classes/phys440/lectures/color/sdss_color_color_b.gif

One of the SDSS color-color diagrams
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Stahler & Palla

T dwarfs are blue in IR.

To measure the stellar luminosity
Absolute Magnitude M defined as apparent magnitude of a star if it were placed at a distance of 10 pc –   =  5 log ( pc) –  5 But there is extinction …      –   =  5 log ( pc) –  5 +  
Bolometric magnitude – the absolute magnitude integrated over all wavelengths. We define the bolometric correction
Bolometric Correction  =   –   is a function of the spectral type (min at the F type, why?)  and luminosity of a star.That is, we can apply BC (always negative, why?) to a star to estimate its luminosity (from the photosphere).   

⊙ = +4.74
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Apparent Magnitude = −2.5 log Flux + ZeroPoint- The Vega system: 0.0 mag (latest ~0.3 mag) at every Johnson band - Gunn system: no Vega; use of F subdwarfs as standards (metal poor so smooth spectra), e.g., BD + 17 4708- The AB  system: - STMAG system: used for HST photometrySTMAG = −2.5 log − 21.1
AB = −2.5 log − 48.60

Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities (4th edition)
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Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities (4th edition)

Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities (4th edition)
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Carroll & Ostelie

Carroll & Ostelie
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Carroll & Ostelie

Carroll & Ostelie
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Carroll & Ostelie

Carroll & Ostelie
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Strai ̌ys & Kuriliene (1981)

Strai ̌ys & Kuriliene (1981)
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Strai ̌ys & Kuriliene (1981)

Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities (4th edition)1 Jansky =  10  erg s  cm Hz= 1.51 × 10  photons s m ∆λ λ⁄
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Band / (m=0) Referenceμm JyU 0.36 0.15 1810 Bessel (1979)B 0.44 0.22 4260 Bessel (1979)V 0.55 0.16 3640 Bessel (1979)R 0.64 0.23 3080 Bessel (1979)I 0.79 0.19 2550 Bessel (1979)J 1.26 0.16 1600 Campins, Reike, & Lebovsky (1985)H 1.60 0.23 1080 Campins, Reike, & Lebovsky (1985)K 2.22 0.23 670 Campins, Reike, & Lebovsky (1985)g 0.52 0.14 3730 Schneider, Gunn, & Hoessel (1983)r 0.67 0.14 4490 Schneider, Gunn, & Hoessel (1983)i 0.79 0.16 4760 Schneider, Gunn, & Hoessel (1983)z 0.91 0.13 4810 Schneider, Gunn, & Hoessel (1983)
https://www.astro.umd.edu/~ssm/ASTR620/mags.html

Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities (4th edition)
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Exercise

Sirius, the brightest star in the night sky, has been measured  = −1.47, = −1.47. The star has an annual parallax of 0.379"/yr.

1. What is its distance in parsec?  

2. What is its absolute V-band magnitude?

3. From the absolute magnitude, what spectral type can be inferred for 
Sirius?

4. From the observed (B-V) color, what spectral type can be inferred?

5. What kinds of uncertainties/assumptions are associated with the 
above estimations?

http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/

SIMBAD Astronomical Database
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To measure the stellar mass
 Stellar mass difficult to measure, direct measurements, except the Sun, only by binary systems(but uncertain even for these, why?)
 Then one gets the mass-luminosity relationwhere the slope α =3 to 5, depending on the mass range 
 The main-sequence (MS) is a sequence of stellar mass under hydrostatic equilibrium 
Why are lower mass stars cooler on the surface and fainter in luminosity?

 ∝  

Mmax ~120 M☉Mmin ~ 0.008 M☉Lmax ~ 10+6 L☉Lmin ~ 10–4 L☉
Iben (2013)
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Luminosity class and surface gravity            log  = log GM/R2
• Betelgeuse … (M2 I) log  ≈ −0.6 [cgs]
• Jupiter … log  = 3.4  
• Sun (G2 V) … log  = 4.44 
• Gℓ229B … (T6.5) log  ≈ 5 
• Sirius B… (WD) log  ≈ 8 

Lang “Data”
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Exercise

1. What is the spectral type of Alpha Scorpii? 

2. What is its apparent magnitude?  Expected absolute magnitude?  
Bolometric luminosity?

3. What is its distance estimated from its apparent magnitude?  Measured 
directly by parallax?  Why do these differ?

4. What is the expected diameter of the star in km, in R☉ and in AU?  
What is then the expected angular diameter seen from Earth?  Can it be 
resolved by the HST?

(Always show your work clearly, and cite the references.)

To measure the stellar abundance
 By spectroscopy
 Stellar composition X,Y, Z = mass fraction of  H, He and all other elements (“metals”)    Z: metallicity         X+Y+Z=1
 Solar abundance:  X = 0.747; Y = 0.236; Z = 0.017
 One often compares the iron abundance of a star to that of the sun.  Iron is not the most abundant (only 0.001), but easy to measure in spectra.  Why?

Data from: Katharina Lodders (2003)  ApJ, 591, 1220

log ( )
☉

= −4.33i.e., 1 iron atom for 20,000 H atoms[ ]⁄ ≈ log ⊙⁄
[Fe H] =  log NN − log NN ☉
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Edvardsson et al. (1993)

Galactocentric Distance

Younger stars tend to be more metal-rich. Stars older than 10 Gyr almost all have [Fe/H] ≲ − 0.5; stars younger than 5 Gyr have [Fe/H] ≳ −0.5.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abundance_of_the_chemical_elements

Cosmic element factories --- the Big Bang, stellar nucleosynthesis, supernova explosions, and compact mergers
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To measure the stellar age
 Very tricky.   Often one relies on measurements of Mv, Teff,  [Fe/H], and then uses some kind of theoretically computed isochrones to interpolate the age (and mass)
 Crude diagnostics include 
 Lithium absorption line, e.g., 6707A 
 Chromospheric activities, e.g., X-ray or Ca II emission
 Evolving off the main sequence

… hence subject to large uncertainties
References: Edvardsson et al., 1993, A&A, 275, 101Nordström et al., 2004, A&A, 418, 989

Stahler

A PMS (young) star
An MS star of the same spectral type
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Colina+96

Cohen+92

Check out Aumann+84 for discovery of debris materials by IRAS.

I V UR B

Paschen limit 820.4 nm1 = 1.22⁄

Balmer limit 364.6 nm1 = 2.74⁄
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Bertelli et al, 2008, A&A, 484, 815 http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/

Pre-main sequence evolutionary models (tracks)

Stellar populations
 Population I ……. Stars in the Galactic disk; like the Sun; metal rich
 Population II ….. Stars like those in the globular clusters; metal poor
 Population III …. Stars formed in the early universe; perhaps very hot and luminous; metal free

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metallicity
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30 kpc

2 kpc☉ disk
halo

bulge

Typical properties of Stellar Populations in the Milky Way

Population I Population II

very young young old very old

Scale height [kpc] 60 100 500 2000

Σw [km s−1] 8 10 25 75

Z > 0.02 0.01 0.005 <0.002

Age (rel. to the Universe) <0.05 0.25 0.75 1

Distribution generally in aggregates spherical

Mould 1982 ARA&A, 20, 91

Age and metallicity
for open clusters

Radial abundance 
gradient in the disk
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Star clusters are good laboratories to study stellar evolution, because member stars in a star cluster  
 are (almost) of the same age; 
 are (almost) at the same distance; 
 evolve in the same Galactic environments;
 have the same chemical composition;  
 are dynamical bound.Two distinct classes: 
globular clusters (100+ in the MW)
open clusters (a few 103 known in the MW)How do these two classes differ in terms of shape, size, spatial distribution, number of member stars, and stellar population?

Open Clusters     102 to 103 member stars; ~10 pc across; loosely bound; open shape; young population I; located mainly in spiral arms; >1000 open clusters known in the MWGlobular Clusters     105 to 106 member stars; up to 100 pc across; tightly  bound; centrally concentrated; spherical shape; old population II; located in the Galactic halo; 200 globular clusters known in the MW
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Stars in M80 are mostly old, metal poor members of Population II.

Bradt “Astrophysics Processes”
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De Zeeuw +1999

OB associations in the solar neighborhood

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~george/ay127/
readings/KraussChaboyer2003.pdf

Best fit = 13.2 +/- 1.5 Gyr

Range of possible GC ages (Chaboyer & Krauss 2003)
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Globular Clusters in M31

http://www.robgendlerastropics.com/M31NMmosaicglobs.html 
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Molecular Clouds and Star Formation
Stars are formed in molecular cloud cores, 

whereas planets are formed, 
contemporaneously,  in young circumstellar disks.

http://www.astro.ncu.edu.tw/~wchen/Courses/Stars/Lada1995summerschool.pdf

2
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3

• Gas, dust + radiation, magnetic fields, cosmic rays (i.e., charged particles) • Very sparse ---[star-star distance] / [stellar diameter] ~ 1 pc/1011 cm ~ 3 x 107 :1or ~1: 1022 in terms of volume (space) • Mass:  99% mass in gas, 1% in dust ~ 15% of total MW visible matter• Of the gas, 90%, H; 10% He• Hydrogen: mainly H I (atomic), H II (ionized), and H2 (molecular)• Studies of ISM ---– Beginning of evolution of baryonic matter “recombination”– Stars form out of ISM– Important ingredient of a galaxy

Interstellar Medium (ISM)

4
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Material Constituents of the ISM
Component T (K) n (cm-3) PropertiesHot, intercloud and coronal gas 106 10-4Warm intercloud gas 104 0.1Diffuse cloud (H I) 102 0.1 Mostly H I; ne/n0=10-4H II regions 104 >10Dark Molecular Clouds 10 > 103 Mostly H2 mol. and dustSupernova Remnants 104~107 >1Planetary Nebulae

5

Energy Density in the Local ISM
Component u (eV/cm-3) PropertiesCosmic microwave background 0.265FIR radiation from dust 0.31Starlight 0.54Thermal kinetic energy 0.49Turbulent kinetic energy 0.22Magnetic field 0.89Cosmic rays 1.39There seems to be equi-partition between these energies.  Why?  Read Draine’s book, page 10 6
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A “standard” HI cloudD ~ 5 pcM ~ 50 M⊙; dintercloud ~ 100 pc vcloud ~ 10 kms-1
Clouds are patchy  extinction depends greatly on the sightline Extinction = absorption + scattering
Extinction versus reddeningIn the Galactic plane, Av ~ 0.7-1 mag Extinction  amounts of dust grains along the line of sightReddening  grain properties (size, shape, composition, structure)

Av=30 toward the Galactic center

7

John Kraus “Radio Astronomy” 8

Different clouds along the line of sight …
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The ‘normalized’ extinction (extinction law)

In the visible 
F(λ) ~ 1/λ

The UV ‘bump’ 
1/λ~4.6  λ~2200Å

F(V) = 0

F(B) = +1

Find 
AB/AV=?

9

10

Visible /IR
linear ∝ 1/λ

‘Bump’ 1/λ~4.6 or λ~2200ÅThe ‘normalized’ 
extinction

(extinction law)

F(V) = 0

F(B) = +1

Whittet

FUV rise

‘Toe’

‘Knee’
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Rieke & Lebofsky (1985)
11

≈ 0.1 

12
Gordon et al (2003)
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13

Ryter (1996)

Predehl & Schmitt (1995)

Gas and dust coexist.
A gas-to-dust ratio ~100 (by mass) seems universal.

14
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Exercise

1. The star Vega is used to define the zeroth magnitude in all the classical 
(Vega) photometric systems, e.g., Johnson.

2. Plot its spectral energy distribution (SED) from UV to IR.

3. What is the spectral type of Vega?  What is its effective temperature?

4. Compare this in a plot with a blackbody curve of the temperature.

5. It was surprising hence when IRAS data revealed IR excess of Vega.  
What are the flux densities observed by IRAS?  Given the age of Vega, 
why is this discovery significant?

15

http://www.astro.utoronto.ca/~patton/astro/mags.html#conversions

Astronomical Magnitude Systems.pdf

16
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Stars are formed in groups  seen as star clusters if gravitationally bound

Molecular clouds observed by different tracers …
Taurus molecular cloud

17

http://www.bu.edu/galacticring/outgoing/PressRelease/

Filamentary Molecular Clouds

Giant Molecular CloudsD=20~100 pcℳ = 10 ~10  ℳ⨀≈ 10~300 cm≈ 10~30 K∆ ≈ 5~15 km
Molecular clumps/ 
clouds/condensations 

n ~ 103 cm-3 ,  D ~ 5 pc, 
M ~ 103 M

Dense molecular cores 
n ≥ 104   cm-3 , D ~ 0.1 pc, 
M ~ 1-2 M

18
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Nearby Examples Massive Star-Forming Region - Per OB2 (350 pc)- Orion OB Association (350-400 pc) … richLow-Mass Star-Forming Regions- Taurus Molecular Cloud (TMC-1) (140 pc)- Rho Ophiuchi cloud (130 pc)- Lupus (140 pc)- Chamaeleon (160 pc)- Corona Australis (130 pc) 4/5 in the southern sky … why?
19

http://hera.ph1.uni-koeln.de/~heintzma/All/OB_stars.htm 20
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http://galaxymap.org/detail_maps/download_maps/gould.png

The Gould Belt, a (partial) ring in the sky,  ~1 kpc across, centered on a point 100 pc from the Sun and tilted about 20 deg to the Galactic plane, containing star-forming molecular clouds and OB stars= local spiral armOrigin unknown (dark matter induced star formation?) 

Gould's Belt superimposed on to an IRAS 100 micron emission maphttp://www.jach.hawaii.edu/JCMT/surveys/gb/

22

The Local Bubble, a cavity of sparse, hot gas, ~100 pc across, in the interstellar medium, with H density of 0.05 cm , an order less than typical in the Milky Way. Likely caused by a (or multiple) supernova explosion (10-30 Myr ago).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_Bubble

Where is the supernova (remnant)?
Check out the Orion-Eridanus Superbubble
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Blue , green and red = 12, 60, and 100 micron

60 deg

23

Barnard 72 in Ophiuchus

http://www.robgendlerastropics.com/B72JMM.jpg 24
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Massive Star-Forming Regions ---- OB associations

25

(Bok) Globules silhouetted against emission nebulosity

Frerking et al. (1987)

A dark cloud core seen against a star field

26
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Molecules in spaceH2 molecules
• the main constituent of cold clouds, but lacking a permanent electric dipole moment, so is very difficult to detect.  A rotationally excited molecule would radiate through a relatively slow electric quadrupole transition.  
• Only in a hot medium, where stellar radiation or stellar wind excites vibrational and electronic states which then decay relatively quickly.

Refer to the slides for WPC’s ISM course http://www.astro.ncu.edu.tw/~wchen/Courses/ISM/index.htm
Zero electric 
dipole moment

Dipole moment 
= 1.85 Debyes

Stahler & Palla
28
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CO molecules
• simple and abundant.  Strong binding energy E=11.1 eV self-shielding against UV field
• with a permanent electric dipole moment; radiating strongly at radio frequencies.
• 12C16O easiest to detect; isotopes 13C16O, 12C18O, 12C17O, 13C18O also useful 
• Excitation of CO to the J=1 level mainly through collisions with ambient H2 = 2 × 10  cm  [K km s]⁄ (Bolatto et al. 2013, ARAA)
• At low densities, each excitation is followed by emission of a photon.  At high densities, the excited CO transfers the energy by collision to another H2 molecule;  ≈ 3 × 10  cm .  Low critical density  CO to study large-scale distribution of clouds, as a tracer of H2
• 12C16O almost always optical thick; same line from other rare isotopes usually not.  = 10  

29

Stahler & Palla

2.6 mm = 115 GHzOnly 5 K above the ground level … can be excited by collisions with ambient molecules or CMB photons
30
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Stahler & PallaGaballe & Persson (1987)

CO band heads in the Becklin-Neugebauer(BN) object --- an infrared-emitting, embedded, massive protostar

Stahler & Palla
32
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Frerking et al. (1987)

12CO C18O13CO

Each species has a different set of excitation conditions (density, temperature; cf.  Boltzmann equation)
 Different molecules/isotopes serve as tracersof these conditions, e.g., C18O traces denser parts of a cloud than 12CO does; NH3 maps the dense cores where protostars are located.

Myers et al. 1991

33

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Orion_OB1_%26_25_Ori_Group.png Maddalena+86
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Groesbeck+94

= CW Leo, a carbon (i.e., evolved) star, puffing off its dusty atmosphereA protostar in Orion

Layers of circumstellar envelope of IRC+10216 (Leão+06)

Kleinmann-Low (KL) object

HCN (hydrogen cyanide) the poisonous gas?  HCO ?  What is going on?

35

Lada 1987

Star formation is not an isolated event.Massive stars in particular may trigger the birth of next-generation stars  triggered star formation
… also possible by stellar jets, Galactic density waves, cloud-cloud collisions …

36
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Chen+06

Luminous stars  photoionization of a nearby cloud
 Radiative driven implosion

37

Luminous stars photoionization/winds on a surrounding cloud
 Collect and collapse

38
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Object log size scale [cm]Galactic spiral arm 22Giant molecular cloud 20Molecular dense core 17Protostellar accretion disk 15Protostar 11

Size Scales for Star Formation.

Myers in You & Yuan (1995), p. 47
39

Component log M [M☉]Molecular clouds 9H2 9He 8CO 7
Young stars 5

Mass Inventory in a Star-Forming Galaxy

Myers in You & Yuan (1995), p. 47
40
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Properties of Giant Molecular Clouds

Myers in You & Yuan (1995), p. 47

Diameter[pc] Mass [M☉] Density[cm-3] T [K] Velocity Width [km/s]20-100 105 – 106 10-300 10-30 5-15

41

42

Exercise

1. What is the BN object (why is it called an “object”)?  What is its 
brightness, distance, luminosity, and mass (how are these known)?

2. Answer the same for the KL object.  What is the relation between the 
two?

3. There is a class of objects called the “Herbig-Haro objects”.  What are 
they?

4. “Quasi-Stellar Objects (QSOs)
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43

Cloud Stability --- The Virial TheoremMoment of Inertia

To be stable, LHS = 0
v

m

M

2 1 2  = /
44
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Virial Mass

45

46
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LHS = 0  stableLHS < 0  collapsingLHS > 0  expandingEK
• Kinetic energy of molecules
• Bulk motion of clouds
• Rotation 
• …EP
• Gravitation
• Magnetic field
• Electrical field 
• …

Etotal = EK + EP

Etotal = EK + Ω (mostly)
47

Pext

M, R, ρ

Cloud of mass M, radius R, 
rotating at ω

ω

Generalized virial theorem

If ω = 0, and Pext = 0
This is the Jeans length. μ ≈ 2.37 for solar abundance with H2
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Jeans length = critical spatial wavelengthIf perturbation length scale is longer 
Medium is decoupled from self-gravity  stable 

This is the Jeans mass … the critical mass for onset of gravitational collapseIf cloud mass M > MJeans  cloud collapse Note the above does not consider external pressure, or other internal supporting mechanisms.
49

A non-magnetic, isothermal cloud in equilibrium with external pressure 
 a Bonnor-Ebert sphere (Bonnor 1956, Ebert 1955)

At first, the cloud is optically thin.  Contraction  density ↑  collisions more frequent 
molecules excited and radiated  radiation escapes 
 cooling  less resistance to the contraction 
 collapse (free fall)

The potential term can include, other than the gravitational force, also rotation, magnetic field, etc.

RJ ≈ cs τff = [isothermal sound speed] * [free fall time]50
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Moment of inertial Kinetic energy

51

To maintain 2EK + EP = 0, the total energy Et = EK + EP must change.   The gravitational energy 
For contraction, dr < 0, so dΩ < 0  Then dEt = dEK + dΩ = ½ Ω = L ΔtThis means to maintain quasistatic contraction, half of the gravitation energy from the contraction is radiated away. Eventually the cloud becomes dense enough (i.e., optically thick) and contraction leads to temperature increase.The cloud’s temperature increases while energy is taken away 
 negative heat capacity

52
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• H I cloudsRJ ≈ 25 pc; MJ ≈ 120 M☉ > MobsSo H I clouds are not collapsing.
• Dark molecular cloudsMobs ≈ 100-1000 M☉ > MJ ≈ 10 M☉So H2 clouds should be collapsing.  But observations show that most are not.

 There is additional support other than the thermal pressure, e.g., rotation, magnetic field, turbulence, etc.
53

Roughly, the requirement for a cloud to be gravitational stable is >  + + + + …
For a spherical cloud, = − , where is a constant depending on the mass distribution (=3/5 for uniform density). The thermal energy, =    , where μ is the mean molecular weight of the gas in atomic mass units.

54
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The rotational energy = , where Crotdepends on the mass distribution and is 1/5 for uniform density; ω is the (assumed) uniform angular velocity.The turbulent kinetic energy  =  , where σ is the mean turbulent velocity. The magnetic energy =  d ≈ , where Bis the uniform magnetic field.
55

56

For rotational support to be important, 35 = 12 = 12 (25 )( ) = 15So = (3 / ) ⁄ , where is the critical rotation velocity at the equator.
Numerically, = 0.11 ⨀

⁄ [km/s]For HI clouds, = 0.11 [ . ] ⁄ ≈ 0.5 [km/s]Typically, ≈ 10  s , so ≈ 0.01 to 0.1 [km/s]
 Clouds are generally not rotationally supported.
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Measuring the ISM Magnetic FieldsMethod Medium InfoPolarization of starlight DustZeeman effect Neutral hydrogen; a few mol. lines ∥Synchrotron radiation Relativistic electronsFaraday rotation Thermal electrons ∥
The Zeeman effect is the only technique for direct measurements of magnetic field strengths.  Unsöld, Crutcher (2012) ARAA57

Loren (1989)

Polarization of Starlight

58
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Organized magnetic field morphology in the Taurus dark-cloud complex superposed on a 13CO map (Chapman et al. 2011).  Blue lines show polarization measured at optical wavelengths and red lines show near-IR (H-band and I-band) polarization.

59

Dichroic extinction by dust (optical and near-IR)    ∥   

60

Mathewson & Ford (1970)

Interstellar Polarization
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Thermal emission by dust (far-IR, and smm)      
Houde et al. (2002)

Zeeman effect
B = 0 B≠ 0

Δ νB [Hz] = 1.40 x 1010 g B[T]
Δ λB [nm] = 4.67 x 10-8 g (λ0 [nm])2 B[T]

g: Landé or g factor (L, S, J) ~ 1Ex: B = 0.1 T (1 kG) for a typical sunspot, at 500 nm, g =1 
wavelength shift 0.001 nm ≈ natural line width 
 difficult to measure 62
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63

Faraday Rotation --- rotation of the plane of polarization when light passes through a magnetic field Circularly polarized light  E field rotates  force on the charged particles to make circular motion  creating its own B field, either parallel or in opposite direction to the external field  phase difference
 Change of position angle of the linear polarization

Faraday rotation angle β =  where the rotation measure (RM) isRM = 2 ∥  d
64
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http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/level5/Sept10/Kronberg/Figures/figure3.jpg

Figure 3. A smoothed representation of 2257 Faraday rotation measures in Galactic 
coordinates with the Galactic center at (0,0). (Kronberg & Newton-McGee, [3]). Blue 
and red circles represent positive and negative RM's respectively, and the circle size is 
proportional to RM strength.

65

For magnetic support to be important,=  =
So, ∝ , and since ∝ , we get R ∝
The magnetic Jeans mass becomes ∝ ∝
Numerically, ≈ 2.4 × 10    ⨀
and  = 0.1 ⨀  ( )  [ G]

66
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If the magnetic flux is conserved, ∝
Because ∝   = constant, the frozen-in (i.e., flux 
conservation) condition would have led to ∝ ~ ⁄
If flux is conserved, (ISM) ~ 10 [G]≈ 0.1 [pc] → = ⨀  ≈  10 [G]

But what has been actually observed is  ∝  ⁄ to ⁄ ,

Implying magnetic flux loss.

68
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69

= decoupling of neutral particles from plasma in the initial stage of star formation

confines motion of charged particles.Molecular clouds most neutral with only a tiny fraction of particles; ionized by cosmic rays or by natural radioactivity

 1. leakage of 2. charged particles escaped from magnetic poles (ampipolar diffusion=plasma drift)
70
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If cloud > crit supercritical  Cloud will collapse dynamically
Massive star formationIf cloud < crit subcritical  Cloud collapses, if ever, quasi-statically
 Low-mass star formationClouds tend to condense with ~10 ⊙, but observed stellar mass ranges 0.05 / ⊙ 100Why is there a lower mass limit and an upper mass limit for stars?Cloud collapse  (local) density increase  (local) MJ decrease 

 easier to satisfy M > MJ, i.e., cloud becomes more unstable
 fragmentationFormation of a cluster of stars ~~

71

72

Recall Jeans mass ≈ 1.2 × 10 (  ) ⁄ (   ) ⁄  ⁄  [ ⨀]∝  ⁄ ⁄If during collapse, ↓ subregions become unstable and continue to collapse to smaller and smaller scales (fragmentation).
Since during collapse ρ always ↑, the behavior of depends on T.If gravitational energy is radiated away, i.e.,  ≪ and collapse is isothermal, T = const, so  ∝  ⁄  collapse continues
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73

However, once the isothermal condition is no longer valid, e.g., when the cloud becomes optically thick, the collapse is adiabatical. ∝  ⁄  ∝  ⁄So ∝  ⁄  =  ⁄ , i.e., grows with time (ever more difficult to overcome/collapse), so the collapse halts
For a monatomic idea gas, the adabatic index ≡  = =  ⁄ ⁄⁄ =  5 3⁄P = const; T = const; 

74

Equation of motion for a spherical surface at is= −with initial condition 0 = , 0 = 0, = 4 3⁄ .Multiplying both sides by ⁄ , and since ( ) = 2 ,( ) = − 2
Integrating both sides, we get = 2 1 − 1
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75

Substituting , we get = − 8 3  − 1Define a new variable , so that = cos , ( = 0 at = 0) thencos = 12 8 3 /
Integrating this, we obtain + sin 2 = /
The free-fall time is when = ⁄ ,   = 332 … when density becomes ∞ for all m.Bodenheimer p.34

= 3.4 × 10  [yr]

Carroll & 
Ostlie

76
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Carroll & 
Ostlie

77

78

Note that  ∝  has no dependence on .If is uniform, all m collapse to the center at the same time 
 homologous collapse
If is somewhat centrally condensed, as observed, e.g.,  ∝   to  , inner region (small ),   ↓↓
 inside-out collapse
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tff << tKH

79

80
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Recall the relation between a circular motion and a simple harmonic motion. Acceleration to the centerTime scale = ¼ periodApplications:- Gas in a collapsing cloud - Stars in a globular cluster- Galaxies in a galaxy cluster 
http://prism.texarkanacollege.edu/physicsbook/shm-ucm.gif 81

82

Exercise

1. For a the sun, i.e., a mass ℳ = 1 ℳ⊙, a luminosity ℒ = 1 ℒ⊙, and a 
radius  ℛ = 1 ℛ⊙, compute the free-fall time scale and the Kevin-

Helmholtz time scale ≈ ℳ .  Which time scale is longer?

2. Note that both time scales have different dependence on the size scale.  
At what size, do the two time scales equal?
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Evolution from a circumstellar toroid (geometrically thick)to a disk; opening angle of the outflow widened

85

86
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Data cube (sky position and frequency)

87

88

Snell et al. (1980)
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89
Snell et al. (1980)

90
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Herbig-Haro (HH) Objects
-- (shock) excited nebulosity

HH 34 HH 47 91

Reipurth (1989)
92
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93

Infrared image of molecular bow shocks (MHO 27) associated with bipolar outflows in Orion.  Credit: UKIRT/Joint Astronomy Centre

Molecular Hydrogen Objects  (MHOs) 1000+ now known

94
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very prominent IR excess; lots of dust; a very young age

Exciting source of an HH object = protostar

96
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Accretion Disks
• Found in YSOs, supermassive BHs in AGB, binaries, Saturnianrings
• Turbulent viscosity important
– generating heat 
– transporting angular momentum outwards
– transporting matter inwardsFact: The Sun has > 99% of the total mass in the solar system, but accounts for ~3% of the total angular momentum (rotation), whereas Jupiter’s orbital angular moment accounts for 60%.Fact: Outer planets rotate fast (thus are flattened.) 98
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Exercise

1. Compare the angular momenta of the Sun, Jupiter, and Earth.

2. What is the specific angular momentum of the Earth versus Jupiter?

3. How round (or flat) is the shape of the Earth, of Jupiter, and of the Sun?

http://www.zipcon.net/~swhite/docs/astronomy/Angular_Momentum.html

99

Spitzer IRS

Silicate feature  thick dusty cocoon

Water and carbon dioxide in solid form 
 cold materials near the protostar

100
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Bertout (1989)

T Tauri stars (= PMS sun-like stars) are seen against dark nebulosity and characterized by emission-line spectra.

101

Cohen (1984)102
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P Cygni profile   A spectral profile showing an expanding envelope

Stellar velocity Cohen (1984)103

T Tauri stars also show infrared excess in the SEDs.

Bertout (1989)

… and also UV excess 
 spectral “veiling”

104
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Spectral index useful to classify a young stellar object (YSO)Where λ=wavelength, between 2.2 and 20 μm; Fλ=flux density
Class 0 sources --- undetectable at λ < 20 μm
Class I sources --- α > 0.3
Flat spectrum sources --- 0.3 > α > − 0.3
Class II sources --- 0.3 > α > − 1.6
Class III sources --- α < − 1.6

 Evolutionary sequence in decreasing amounts of circumstellar material (disk clearing)
108
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Protostars
Submilimetercores

Classical T Tauri stars
Weak-lined T Tauri stars

109

T Tauri stars are PMS objects, contracting toward the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS).

Bertout (1989) 110
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Malfait+1998
111

112

Haisch+ 2001

One half of stars lose disks  within 3 MyrDisk disposed in ~6 Myr:  planet formation timescale
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 Early-type stars are fast rotators
 Stars later than ~F5 rotate very slowly
 Disk/planet formation? 

113

114
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Kraus+08
115

116
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critical equipotential: gravitational force = centrifugal force

funnel flow onto the star

X-wind

co-rotation (star and disk)

118
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Inside-out collapse (Shu 1977) isothermal sound speed  constant accretion rate 

Collision
Gas (hydrogen atoms) root-mean-squared speed

For H I regions, 

Cross sections σ 
• Hard sphere OK for neutral atoms, 

i.e., ‘physical’ cross section

120
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Cross sections σ • For free e-, p+

Conventional unit for cross section
121

Collision
σ

v t

v n

# of collisions = # of particles in the (moving) volume

# of collisions per unit time = 

Time (mean-free time) between 2 
consecutive collisions (N=1) = 

Mean-free path 
122
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Ex 1 between hydrogen atoms in an H I region
∴ Collisions are indeed very rare.Ex 2 between a hydrogen atom  and an electron

Ex 3 between electrons
123
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Stellar Structure

Hydrostatic equilibrium
Mass continuity (distribution)
Energy generation

by radiationEnergy transport by convection

Equation of state
Opacity

Nuclear reaction rate

Structure Equations 
What does each of these equations means?
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Variables (7): m, ρ, T, P, κ, L, and q 

In general, the equation of motion is= − − = − − 4

Vogt-Russell theoremthe structure of a star is uniquely determined by its mass and the chemical abundance.In fact, … by any two variables above, cf. the HRD. It is not really a “theorem” in the mathematical sense, i.e., not strictly valid.  It is a “rule of thumb”.

Mean molecular weightIn a fully ionized gas (in stellar interior), = 1/2 (H) … 2 particles per = 4/3 (He) … 3 particles per 4
≅ 2 (metals) … 2 particles per = 4 (6 + + 2)⁄ for a fully ionized gasAdopting the solar composition, ⊙ = 0.747, ⊙ = 0.236, ⊙ = 0.017

 ≃ 0.6 Note recent revision ⨀ = 0.0152 (Caffau+11) 
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At the center of a star in hydrostatic equilibrium 
Integrating from the center to the surface
With the boundary conditions, 
Thus, 

Hydrostatic equilibrium= − , so  =  → =Ideal gas law =  ;  =
So  =  , and ~

This should be valid at the star’s center, thus 
∗~ ∗∗
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LuminosityOhm’s law      in circuit I = V / R, hydraulic analogy
[flow] ∝ [pressure gradient] / [resistance](unit) Pressure = [energy] / [volume]

Blackbody radiationEnergy density =Radiation pressure  = 1 3⁄
∼ 4 13 /

     ~ 4  43     ~ 

Exercise: Derive Ohm’s law.
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Opacity
• Bound-bound absorption Excitation of an electron of an atom to a higher energy state by the absorption of a photon.  The excited atom then will be de-excited spontaneously, emitting a photon, or by collision with another particle.
• Bound-free absorption Photoionization of an electron from an atom (ion) by the absorption of a photon.  The inverse process is radiativerecombination.
• Free-free absorption Transition of a free electron to a higher energy state, via interaction of a nucleus or ion, by the absorption of a photon.  The inverse process is bremsstrahlung.
• Electron scattering Scattering of a photon by a free electron, also known as Thomson (common in stellar interior) or Compton (if relativistic) scattering. 
• H− absorption Important when < 104 K, i.e., dominant in the outer layer of low-mass stars (such as the Sun)

• Bound-bound, bound-free, and free-free opacities are collectively called Kramers opacity, named after the Dutch physicist H. A. Kramers (1894-1952).
• All have similar dependence ∝  . .  
• Kramers opacity is the main source of opacity in gases of temperature 104~106 K, i.e., in the interior of stars up to ~ 1 M⊙.
• In a star much more massive, the electron scattering process dominates the opacity, and the Kramers opacity is important only in the surface layer.  
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X=0.70
Z=0.02

Data from Iglesias & Rogers (1996)

Opacity

For Kramers opacity ≈ 4 × 10  1 + + 0.001   .   [cm g ]
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For Thomson scattering, =  83  = 0.20 1 +   [cm g ]
is frequency independent, so is the Rossland mean.= 0.20 1 +   [cm g ]
Here is the electron classical radius, is the H mass 
fraction, and =  2 (1 + )⁄
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Main sequence = a mass sequence defined by hydrogen fusion at the center of a starRadius does not vary much; but the luminosity does.log ∝ log  

 ≈So for a given ,  →→ L (∝  ) and T
Main sequence is a run of L and Tc as a function of stellar mass, with Tc nearly constant. Why  ≈ constant?  Because H burning at ~107 Kregardless of the stellar mass
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− = /  = γ: the adiabatic index or heat capacity ratio e.g., dry air, =1.403 (0oC), =1.400 (20oC)O2, =1.400 (20oC), =1.397 (200oC)H2O, = 1.330 (20oC), =1.310 (200oC)

Heat capacity: heat supplied to increase one degree in temperature; and Specific heat capacity (=per unit mass), and 
Gas Thermodynamics
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Convective equilibrium (stability vs instability)
A fluid convective “cell” is buoyed upwards. If temperature inside is higher than surroundings, the cell keeps rising.   Ekin of particles higher  dissipates Otherwise it sinks back (convectively stable).The rising height is typified by the mixing length ℓ, or parameterized as the scale height H, defined as the pressure (or density) varies by a factor of e.  Usually 0.5 ≲  ℓ⁄ ≲ 2.0

Convective stability: a fluid  resisting vertical motion
So, vertical perturbation dampens out

Convective stability/instability
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Compared with surrounding 
temperature gradientRadiation can no longer transport the energy efficiently enough 

 Convective instability
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In meteorology, dry and cool air tends to be stable, whereas wet and warm air (smaller gamma values) is vulnerable to convection  thunderstorm
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In practice, if = ⁄ , the condition for convective stability (no convective) is( ) < 0.4
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Ionization satisfies both conditions because
 Opacity ↑
 e− receive energy  d.o.f. ↑, so γ ↓  ↓
 Development of hydrogen convective zones 
Similarly, there are 1st and 2nd helium convective zones.

For a sun-like star, ionization of H and He, and also 
the large opacity of H─ ions  a convective 
envelope (outer 30% radius). 

For a massive star,  the core produces fierce amount 
of energy  convective core 
 a large fraction of material to take part in the 

thermonuclear reactions 

For a very low-mass star, ionization of H and He leads 
to a fully convective star  H completely burns off.
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A binary system at 5.74 pc.  Gliese 752A (=Wolf 1055) is an M2.5 red dwarf (mass ~0.46 solar, mV~9.13), whereas Gliese 752B (VB 10) is an M8V (mass ~0.075 solar, mV~17.30).
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Hayashi Track

A convection evolutionary track for low-mass pre-main sequence stars

Chushiro HAYASHI 1920-2010
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When a protostar reaches hydrostatic equilibrium, there is a 
minimum effective temperature (~4000 K) cooler than which (the 
Hayashi boundary) a stable configuration is not possible 
(Chushiro Hayashi 1961).  

A protostar
 contracts on the Kevin-Helmholtz timescale 
 is cool and highly opaque  fully convective 
 homogenizes the composition 

A star < 0.5 M⊙ remains on the Hayashi 
track throughout the entire PMS phase.
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Convection occurs when >That is, when is large, or when is small.Recall =  =  = 1 − where =
 small = large  H2 dissociationH ionization, T~6,000 KHe ionization, T~20,000 KHe II ionization, T~50,000 K                          

Check out http://www.peripatus.gen.nz/Astronomy/HerRusDia.html for a good summary

Radiative

Convective

 half of Egrav becomes particle Ekin(internal energy); half radiated away
 Matter optically thin to thick 
 thermodynamical equilibrium, Trad = Tkin

 Energy used for ionization (for H, T < 104 K), so surface temperature remains almost constant.  Protosunnow size was 60 R☉
 Star fully convective
 Hayashi track

Dynamical collapse  quasi-static contraction 
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Read this paper!
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Convection

Nuclear
Reactions
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:PMS_evolution_tracks.svg

Pre-Main Sequence Evolutionary Tracks
Stellar mass

Stellar age 
(isochrones)

Theoretical evolutionary tracks
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1965ApJ...141..993

XM=5.4 x 10－5XM=5.4 x 10－6Effects of chemical abundances and “metals” in determination of stellar structure 

Metal poorer  hotter
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Exercise

A useful site to download theoretical evolutionary tracks (the “Padova
tracks”) is the CMD/PARSEC isochrones 
http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd

As homework

1. Plot V versus (B−V) for an ensemble of stars (i.e., a star cluster) of ages 
1 Myrs, 10 Myr, 100 Myr, and 1 Gyr.  

2. Compare the V versus (B−V) CMDs of two 100 Myr old star clusters, 
one with Z=0.01 and the other with Z=0.0001 (extremely metal poor).
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Thermonuclear Reactions

• Eddington in 1920s hypothesized that fusion reactions between light elements were the energy source of the stars.  
• Stellar evolution = (con) sequence of nuclear reactions
• ≈ ≈ 8.62 × 10  ~ keV, but  = = .  [ ]  ~ MeV, 3 orders higher than the kinetic energy of the particles.
• Tunneling effect in QM proposed by Gamow (1928, Z. Physik, 52, 510); applied to energy source in stars by Atkinson & Houtermans (1929, Z. Physik, 54, 656)

2
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1929 U Copenhagen 1960s U Colorado

George Gamow (1904-1968) 
Russian-born physicist, stellar and big bang nucleosynthesis, CMB, DNA, 
Mr. Thompkins series 

3

4
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Quantum mechanics tunneling effect

5

Cross section for nuclear reactions (penetrating probability)∝  /
Velocity probability distribution (Maxwellian)∝  /

This ↗ as v ↗ 
This ↘ as v ↗ 

∴ Product of these 2 factors  Gamow peak
6
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Clayton
7

Clayton 8
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Resonance  very sharp peak in the reaction rate 
 ‘ignition’ of a nuclear reactionSo there exists a narrow range of temperature in which the reaction rate ↑↑ 
 a power law
 an ignition (threshold) temperature

For a thermonuclear reaction or a nucleosynthesis 
(fusion) process, the reaction rate is expressed as energy released per mass ∝

Resonance reactionsEnergy of interacting particles ≈ Energy level of compound nucleus 

9

Collision

A two-body encounter, 
[# of collisions] = [total # of particles in the (moving) volume],

so =  ( )
 # of collisions per unit time = ⁄ =  
 Time between 2 consecutive collisions, mean free time (N=1), = 1/  
 Mean free path ℓ = = 1/  

σ

v t
v n

10
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Nuclear reaction rate

 ∝    ∝   exp − / [cm s ]
 As T ↗, r12 ↗ ↗
 Major reactions are those with smallest Z1Z2

 is the particle volume number density, = , where 
is the mass fraction

 ∝    / [erg g s ]
11

Nuclear Fission
(e.g., power planets)

Fusion
(e.g., stars)

12
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13

Star

Brown dwarf

Planet

Burrows 14
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Stars ℳ M⨀⁄ > 0.08, core H fusionSpectral types O, B, A, F, G, K, MBrown Dwarfs 0.065 > ℳ M⨀⁄ > 0.013, core D fusion0.080 > ℳ M⨀⁄ > 0.065, core Li fusionSpectral types M6.5–9, L, T, YElectron degenerate core
10 g cm <  <  10  g cm
 < 3 × 10 KPlanets ℳ M⨀⁄ < 0.013, no fusion ever

15

16
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17

Brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars  …  partial White dwarfs ≈ completely degenerate, R↘ as M↗Terrestrial planetsR ↗ as M↗  complicated EoSs
Mass-radius relation max @ ≈(1 1000) ⊙⁄  

18
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⊙ = 2 × 10 ergs1 amu = 931 Mev/c

19

+  → +  (production of D)+  → +  (destruction)  faster
Before the Big Bang nucleosynthesis, there were 
plenty of neutrons, but much less abundant than 
protons, so all neutrons go into making  
 ≈  /( )/ =  
Current value / ≈ 0.12, so ≈ 2/9, as observed 
today. 

The lower the mass density, the more the D abundant 
 D as a sensitive tracer of the density of the early Universe

20
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⁄
• 156 ppm … Terrestrial seawater 1.56 × 10
• 22~26 ppm … Jupiter
• 17 ppm … Saturn
• 55 ppm … Uranus
• 200 ppm … Halley’s Comet 

21

22
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Clayton 23

Protostars are heavily embedded in clouds, so obscured, with no definition of TeffBirthline=beginning of PMS; star becomes optically visible ≈ deuterium main sequence
Stahler (1983, 1988), 
Palla & Stahler (1990)24
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… compared with observations

25

26
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Stahler & Palla

Presence of Li I λ6707 absorption  stellar youthCa I λ6718 prominent in late-type stars 

27

Stahler & Palla

For protostars with ≥ 3 × 10 K, the central lithium is readily destroyed.Stars ≥ 0.9 ⨀ become radiative at the core, so Li not fully depleted.Li abundance  age clock 4,000 K7,000 K

28
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Stahler & Palla
29

0.420 MeV to the positron and neutrino; position and electron (each 0.511 MeV rest energy) annihilate 
 1.442 MeV
… but the nucleus of 
deuterium, a deuteron, 
consists of a proton 
and a neutron!

30
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 + → (unstable)→ +
 Hans Bethe (1939) realized  that the weak 

interaction was capable of converting a  
proton to a neutron (!) first

 Weak interaction  very small cross section

 The neutron is more massive, so this 
requires energy, i.e., it is an endothermic
process, but neutron + proton 
 deuteron (releasing binding energy, so 
exothermic)

31
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34https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap160125.html
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The baryon number, lepton number, and charges are all conserved.All 3 branches operate simultaneously.pp I is responsible for > 90% stellar luminosity

pp I important when 
Tc > 5 × 10 K= 1.44 × 2 + 5.49 × 2+12.85 = 27.7 MeV = 27.7 – 0.26 × 2 = 26.2 MeV

35

Exercise

Assuming that the solar luminosity if provided by 4 → , 
liberating 26.73 MeV, and that the neutrinos carry off about 2% of 
the total energy.  Estimate how many neutrinos are produced each 
second from the sun?  What is the solar neutrino flux at the earth? 
(How many neutrinos pass through your body per second?)

36
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Solution
2% is carried away by neutrinos, so the actual energy produced for 
radiation = (0.98 × 26.731 MeV)  × 1.6 × 10  erg/eV
Each alpha particle produced  2 neutrinos, so with ⨀ = 3.846 × 10  ergs/s, the neutrino production rate is 2 × 10  /s, and 
the flux at earth is 2 × 10 /4 (1 AU) ≈ 6.6 × 10 cm s

37

The thermonuclear reaction rate, = 3.09 × 10    ⁄ exp −33.81 ⁄
               (1 +  0.0123 ⁄ + 0.0109 ⁄ + 0.0009 )   [cm s ], where the factor 3.09 × 10   = 11.05 × 10  

= 2.38 × 10    ⁄ exp −33.81 ⁄
               (1 +  0.0123 ⁄ + 0.0109 ⁄ + 0.0009 )  [erg g s ]

38
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n ~ 6 for T ≈ 5 × 10 Kn ~ 3.8 for T ≈ 15 × 10 K (Sun)n ~ 3.5 for T ≈ 20 × 10 K≈ 6.54 MeV per proton
39

Among all fusion processes, the p-p chain has the lower temperature threshold, and the weakest temperature dependence.  
= (  − ) = 26.73 MeVBut some energy (up to a few MeV) is carried away by neutrinos.

40
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Recognized by Bethe and independently by von WeizsäckerCN cycle + NO cycleCycle can start from any reaction as long as the involved isotope is present.
CN cycle more significantNO cycle efficient only when  >  20 × 10 K

after that carried away 
by the neutrinos 

41

Huang 42
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CN cycle takes over the PP chains near T6=18.  Helium burning starts ~108 K.
Schwarzschild

At the center of the Sun, qCNO/qpp ≈ 0.1CNO dominates in stars > 1.2 M☉, i.e., of a spectral type F7 or earlier 
 large energy outflux
 a convective coreThis separates the lower and upper MS.

43

The Solar Standard Model (SSM)Best structural and evolutionary model to reproduce the observational properties of the Sun
• L☉ = 3.842 × 1033 [ergs/s]
• R☉ = 6.9599 × 1010 [cm]
• M☉ = 1.9891 × 1033 [gm]
• Spectroscopic observations  Z/X =0.0245(latest value seems to indicate Z☉ = 0.013)Neglecting rotation, magnetic fields, and mass loss (dM/dt ~ 10−14 M☉/yr)Sun Fact Sheet http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/sunfact.html 44
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 bottleneck

A succession of , processes 
 , , … (the α-process)

He-burning ignites at Tc ~ 108 K

C-burning ignites when Tc ~ (0.3-1.2) × 109 K, i.e., for stars 15-30 M☉O-burning ignites when Tc ~ (1.5-2.6) × 109 K, i.e., for stars > 15-30 M☉The p and α particles produced are captured immediately (because of the low Coulomb barriers) by heavy elements 
 isotopes O burning  Si 46
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= 2.4 × 10    / exp −33.8 / erg g  s

= 8 × 10     / exp −152.3 /   erg g  s

Clayton

= 3.9 × 10   exp −42.9    erg g  s≈ 4.4 × 10      erg g  s     (if ≈ 1)

∝     
∝    = 0.02 ok for Pop I

47

Photoionization
Photodisintegration

48
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For example, +   ↔ +If <  10  K →but if  ≥ 1.5 × 10  K in radiation field ← So disintegrates at ≈ 3 × 10  K to lighter elements (then recaptured …) Until a nuclear statistical equilibrium is reached But the equilibrium is not exact 
 pileup of the iron group nuclei (Fe, Co, Ni)which can resist  photodisintegration until 7 × 10  K

49

Nuclear Fuel Process Tthreshold(106 K) Products Energy per nucleon (MeV)H p-p ~4 He 6.55H CNO 15 He 6.25He 3α 100 C, O 0.61C C + C 600 O, Ne, Na, Mg 0.54O O + O 1,000 Mg, S, P, Si ~0.3Si Nuc. Equil. 3,000 Co, Fe, Ni <0.18
From Prialnik Table 4.1

50
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+ 100 MeV → 13 + 4If  ↑↑↑, even → + So stellar interior has to be between a few and a few .
Lesson: Nuclear reaction that absorb energy from ambient radiation field (in stellar interior) can lead to catastrophic consequences.

51

Alternative Energy --- Accretion Energy

52
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53

Different physical processes inside a star, e.g., nuclear reactions (changing chemical composition) are slow (longer time scales); structural adjustments ( ⁄ )take places on relatively shorter time scales.
Time Scales

 Dynamical timescale 
 Thermal timescale
 Nuclear timescale
 Diffusion timescale

54
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Dynamical Timescale 
hydrostatic equilibrium motion hydrostatic equilibriumFree-fall collapseEquation of motion  = − −  Near the star’s surface = , = , so = − −  Free-fall means pressure ≪ gravity, so ≈ −Assuming a constant acceleration = − 2⁄  , so = 2 ⁄ ⁄ = ⁄ ≈ 0.04 ⨀ ⁄ [d]

55

Stellar Pulsation The star pulsates about the equilibrium configuration
 same as dynamical timescale  ∝ 1/Propagation of Sound Speed (pressure wave)  Pressure induced perturbation,          ⁄ = − = +   ≈  ≈  so  ≈  ≈ (sound speed) ∝ (for ideal gas) ≈  

In general, ≈  ≈ . × s = 1000 ⨀ ⨀ [S]
56
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Thermal Timescale Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale (radiation by gravitational  contraction)=  + E =  = −  ⁄This amount of energy is radiated away at a rate L, so timescale = = ⁄= 2 × 10 ⁄ [yr] in solar units
≈ 2 × 10 ⨀ ⨀ ⨀ [yr]

57

=  ⨀, =  =  ⨀, =  ℛ⨀≈ 1.6 × 10  yr ≈ 1.6 × 10  s ≈ 30 min≈ 1 yr ≈ 3 × 10  yr

58
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Nuclear Timescale Time taken to radiate at a rate of L on nuclear energy4 →  ( = 6.3 × 10 erg/g)  = = 6.3 × 10
≈ 10 ⨀ ⨀ [yr]

From the discussion above, ≫ ≫ 
59

Main-Sequence Lifetime of the Sun

⊙ ≈ M⊙ 0.007 0.1  L⊙ = 3.15 × 10 s = 10  [yr]
Fusion efficiency

M⊙ ≈ 2 × 10  gL⊙ ≈ 4 × 10  [ergs/s]
Nuclear 
physics

Stellar 
physics

Given ⊙ ≈  ⊙⁄⁄ → ≈ 10 ⊙⁄  [yr]
60
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Diffusion Timescale Time taken for photons to randomly walk out from the stellar interior to eventual radiation from the surface=  (“classical” radius of the electron)=  = 6.6525 × 10  [m ] for interactions with photon energy ℎν ≪ (electron rest  energy)Thus, mean free path ℓ = 1/ , where for complete ionization of a hydrogen gas, = /( ).  So, ℓ ≈  ⁄ = 4 [mm] for the mean density.  At the core, it is 100 times shorter.≈ 10 [yr]   (Exercise: Show this.) 61

For an isotropic gas =     -  and : relativistic case- : particle type & quantum statisticsFor a photon gas, = ℎ / , so=  ℎ   =   =     ,                   = 7.565 × 10  ergs cm  K
62
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Radiation Pressure
= + Since ~ ~ ⁄But  ~ ⁄

 ⁄ ~ So the more massive of a star,  the higher relative contribution by radiation pressure (and γ decreases to 4/3.)
63

When dominatesℱ = − ⁄ =  43  = 4P ~ 4
On the other hand, by definition= −⇒ P =  4

64
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This is the Eddington luminosity limit= Maximum luminosity of a celestial object in balance between the radiation and gravitational force.

Toward the outer layers, both ↘ and P ↘, so ↘↘, 
and > .  This leads to≤ 4
At the surface, = , = 0, it is always radiative, so< 4
Numerically, 

⨀ = 3.27 × 10⁄  ⨀⁄
For X-ray luminosity, scattered by electrons in an optically 
thin gas, < 10  erg sec 65

Eddington limit is the upper limit on the luminosity of an 
object of mass M,  ≤    ≡  ≈ 10  ⨀  [erg s ]
For 1 ⨀, ≈ 5 × 10 ⨀, = −7.0
For 40 ⨀, = −11.0
Eta Carina, ≈ 5 × 10 ⨀, = −11.6, ≈ 120 ⨀

66
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NGC 3372 = 10: 45.1, = −59: 52 (J2000)ℓ = 287.7, = 0.8= 2.3 kpc

http://www.atlasoftheuniverse.com/nebulae/ngc3372.html

3.0°x2.5°. DSS image. © AAO/ROE
HST
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Comparison of 1, 5, and 25 ℳ⊙ stars

69
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Stellar Evolution onto and off the Main Sequence
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log ≈ 14.5log ≈ 15.0
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1 ⨀
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Point 5
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Iben 2013

onset of 12C(p,γ)
temporary 12C main sequence; convective core

12C depleted; max. convective core; core contracts
log τ (sec) = 13.85

14.41

14.49

14.60

fully convective
radiative core develops

convective core subsides
14.74p-p chain  convective core grows again
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… nowadays called brown dwarfs
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Sackman (1970) A&A, 8, 76

Parameters at the stellar cores for non-rotating single MS stars

Effect of Stellar Rotation

Sackman (1970) ApJ, 8, 76

↗  ↘More so for lower-mass starsRotation effectively lowers the stellar mass. ~7% for 5 to 20 ⊙
Min 5% for 1.8 ⊙
(A5 SpTy)
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Bodenheimer (1971) ApJ, 167, 153

Rotation law: angular momentum distribution as a function of, , the mass fraction interior to the cylinder of radius about the rotation axis.

: solid body rotation

Rotation  star cooler and fainter

Rotation
 line broadening

Gray p. 376
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Rotation
vs

Spectral Type

15 ⨀
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Evolution on the Main Sequence

1-2 main sequence2-3 overall contraction3-4 H thick shell burning5-6 H thin shell burning6-7 red giant7-10 core He burning8-9 envelope contraction
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Lequeux 2013
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Iben 2013

Lequeux 2013
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Subdwarfs: The Pop II Main Sequence

 Luminosity class VI
 1.5 to 2 mag fainter than a Pop I MS stars o the same spectral type
 Low metallicity low opacity (UV excess)  low radiation pressure, so smaller, hotter for the same stellar mass
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Schwarzschild
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Post-main Sequence Evolution

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:HR-diag-no-text-2.svg

Hypergiantsluminosity class 0; excessive mass lossSupergiantsIa luminous supergiants; Ib supergiants; Ia+ = 0 Subgiantsluminous class IV; between MS turn-off and the red giant branchDwarfsluminosity class V = MS stars Subdwarfs (sd) luminosity class VI, 1.5 to 2 mag lower than MS; lower metallicity 2
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3

Sarajedini et al 1999

NGC 2204, 1.9 Gyr

NGC 6819, 2.6 Gyr

NGC 188, 6.0 Gyr

Be 39, 7.5 Gyr

NGC 6791, 9.5 Gyr

Data points are for 
M67; age 6.0 Gyr

Mass Loss during Stellar Evolution
• Stars lose mass at all evolutionary stages.
• Pre-main sequence: protostellar (bipolar) outflowsYSO jets, (star/disk) winds
• Main sequence: solar wind ℳ = 10  ⊙ yrFor ≈ 10 yr , ≈ 10 ⊙Some stars, e.g., WR stars  ℳ = 10  ⊙ yr
• Post-main sequence: ↑ ⟶ ↓, and ↑ ⟹  ℳ  ↑

4
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Schulz
5

6

• For a stationary, isotropic wind, the mass loss rateℳ = 4  =  4   
• ↑, at → ∞, ≡ ( → ∞) terminal velocityOften ≈ + −  1 − ∗ , where = ( ∗) at photosphere
• ≤ 1, → gradually    ≥ 1, → slowly       
• For hot stars, ≈ 0.8.  Cool stars experience slower acceleration, so have larger .

: velocity law
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7

ℳ =  4   
= − 1 dd − = dd = dd drd = dd

Massive stars  radiation pressure  outer atmosphere 
expands supersonically  winds driven by spectral-line 
opacity in UV. 

momentum conservation

mass conservation

Unsöld

Mass loss (Reimers 1975) ≈ 4 × 10  ☉⁄( ☉) ⁄ ( ☉)⁄  [M☉ yr ]
= ⁄Sun now ≈ 2 × 10  M☉ yrCool supergiant ≈ 10 to 10  M☉ yr

8
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9

Lamers and Cassinelli, Introduction to Stellar Winds, Cambridge, 1999

P Cygni profile of a spectral line
--- a blue-shifted absorption 
superimposed on an emission line 
 mass loss (cool gas toward us)

10
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11

P Cygni stars 

• Higher mass-loss rate, >  10  M☉ yr
• Lower terminal velocity, < 10 .  km s
• Higher wind density, > 10  cm at 2 ∗
than normal stars (Lamers 1986).

Effects of metallicity

Demarque & Geisler (1963)

RGB for a Pop II 1.2 M☉ star

Y = 0 Z = 0.001
12
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13

Next Tuesday (May 30) is a holiday, again.A make-up class on June 5 (Monday) at 3 pm? June 7 (Wednesday) at 3 pm?

Stellar Pulsation
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red giants

asymptotic 
giants

subgiants

horizontal 
branch

RR Lyrae  
stars

main 
sequence

blue 
stragglers

turnoff 
point

15

16
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subgiant#/media/File:M5_colour_magnitude_diagram.png 17

 Time to transmit a perturbation of pressure changes 
across the star                     

where

γ = cP/cV = 5/3 for monatomic gas.

 Virial theorem, 2K + Ω = 0, ∴

Stellar Variability

cf. free-fall time 
18
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19

Approximate Relation between Stellar Density, Pulsation 
and Minimum Rotational Period

Star Density
g cm－3

tvib
sec

trot, min
sec

Neutron star 1015 10－4 3 x 10－4

White Dwarf 107 1 3
RR Lyrae star 10－2 104.5 105

Cepheid Variable 10－6 106.5 107

t (Crab Nebula) ~ 33 ms  cannot be a white dwarf

 Rotational Variation --- sub-seconds .. weeks
 Pulsational Variation --- hours .. weeks
 Orbital (Eclipsing Binaries) --- hours .. days

Normally T ↗  κ ↘Recall Kramers opacity 
20
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But if there is an ionization layer, e.g., He+ He++T ↗ κ ↗ energy trapped 
 expansionEnergy escaped 
Contraction
 pulsation

21

Instability “strip”

There is a certain surface temperature range for stellar pulsation …
22
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23

Bradt “Astrophycs
Processes”

24
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25

Kippenhahn & Weigert

Convection  chemical mixingMuch more efficient than the slow change of chemical composition produced by nuclear reaction.In a convection region,   = 0

26
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The Dredge-ups  

When H shell burning begins, the He core contracts and heats 
up, making the shell burn furiously.  The input of energy 
forces the envelope to expand and the star moves up the "red 
giant branch" (RGB).  But the furiously burning shell runs on 
the CNO cycle and now the envelope becomes convective because 
of the low temperature, high opacity, and high temperature 
gradient, and processed material from the core mixes for the 
first time with the envelope.  We call this the first dredge-up
which should be visible in the spectrum of the photosphere as 
an increase in N at the expense of C and O.

27

For stars more than half a solar mass, the (gravitationally) 
contracting and heating He core will reach ignition temperature 
for triple alpha, and the star will (after a possibly traumatic 
He-flash start) begin life on the "helium burning main 
sequence".  When the He is exhausted in the core (the H-burning 
shell never provides enough He to keep the core going very long) 
the He begins shell burning, and now the star rapidly moves up 
the AGB, the Asymptotic Giant Branch.  Now begins a second 
dredge-up where for the first time new elements (C N and O) 
appear in the star's photosphere.  The triple alpha shell is 
really unstable and generates thermal pulses rather than a 
clean burn. The C core is nearly degenerate at the C-He 
boundary.  The boundary shrinks, heats up, triple alpha starts, 
pulses, and the explosion may shut 

28
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itself down. The pulse is quite muffled by the outer layers 
of the star. But during a pulse the process can actually 
initiate more complicated fusion processes including 
neutron generation which can synthesize heavier elements.  
So for the first time new elements can be dredged up during 
the AGB phase of stellar evolution.  Now these giant stars 
all have associated strong stellar winds and so can 
contribute to the chemical evolution of the cosmos.

29

But why wait for a dredge-up?  Really massive O stars 
evolve in a really short time and lose their outer 
layers due to strong stellar winds really fast.  There 
is a class of stars, the Wolf-Rayet or WR stars whose 
spectra are helium-rich and hydrogen-deficient which 
are thought to have lost their outer layers revealing 
directly the by-products of the CNO cycle (original 
CNO recycled to mostly N -- WN stars) or even the 
triple alpha (first production of new elements, mainly 
C -- WC stars).  Almost all WR stars are binary stars 
which may help the envelope stripping process.

30
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http://www.univie.ac.at/agb/agbdetail.html 33

Electron Degeneracy

34
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Fermi-Dirac distribution for non-interacting, indistinguishable particles obeying Pauli exclusion principle; applicable to half-integer spin in TE.  Examples of fermions include the electron, proton, neutrons, 3He (2 e−, 2 p+, 1 n0)Bose-Einstein distribution for particles not limited to single occupancy of the same energy state. i.e., that do not obey Pauli exclusion principle; with integer values of spin.  Example bosons include 4He, the Higgs boson, gauge boson, graviton, meson.
35

A Fermi gas is called degenerate if the temperature is low in comparison with the Fermi temperature/energy.

36
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Chemical Potential (μ)
• Temperature governs the flow of energy between two systems.
• Chemical potential governs the flow of particles; from higher chemical potential to the lower

37
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43

The helium flash occurs for ≈ 1 ☉

If ℳ ≤ 0.5 ℳ⊙  → core never hot enoughIf ℳ ≥ 2.25 ℳ⊙  → core too hot, He ignited before a degenerate core develops
 Only ℳ ≈  0.5 − 2.25 ℳ⊙ stars experience the He flash.

44
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After the helium flash

45

Core He burning is much shorter than the MS phase of core H burning, because He is short in abundance, not as efficient in energy supply (1/10 per mass), and the stellar luminosity is  higher.

46
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HB: L~50-100 L⊙, τ ~108 yrs
 similar 

47

Evolution of the Sun in the HRD
48

 MS (core H burning)
 Subgiant branch (shell H burning)
 Red giant branch (shell H burning)
 Red giant (core He flash)
 Horizontal branch (core He burning)
 Asymptotic giant branch (shell He burning)
 Red supergiant
 Protoplanetarynebula
 Planetary nebula
 White/black dwarf
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http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~kstanek/CfA/RedClump/

The red clump = HB (core He burning) of metal-rich stars 

51

LRC independent of composition or age  standard candles

52
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Shell burning pushes the core and envelope  Lr (r > 0.2) ↓
④

55
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After ⑤

At the center, N14(α,γ)F18(β+,ν)O18
59
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Between points ⑦ and ⑧

Lr ↑ in contracting envelope

61

Point 11 Two shells at Mr=0.07 (He) and 0.22 (H)

62
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80% of all

16%

DQ (C dominated)
64
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• Origins of DA and non-DA uncertain: (1) exact phase when the last thermal pulse takes place after the AGB phase, or (2) convective mixing, radiative levitation, or diffusion.

65
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< 0.7 M☉< 0.16 M☉ no RGB< 0.5 M☉ τMS > τUniverse< 0.5~0.7 M☉ no core He burning
Very low-mass stars are completely convective 
more H to burn  τMS lengthened

67

A 1 M☉ main sequence star
• τMS ~10 yrs
• τRGB ~ 10 yrs
• τHB ~ 10 yrs
• τAGB ~ 2 × 10 yrs
• τPS ~ 5 × 10 yrsA remnant of a 0.6 WD 
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< 25 M☉Mass loss rate low=  − 25 M☉O type star  red supergiant   supernova< O type star  red supergiant   Cepheid
 red supergiant  supernova

69

= 25 − 60 M☉Mass loss not sufficient to remove the entire envelope =  − 60 M☉O type star  blue super giant  yellow supergiant 
 red supergiant  
 blue supergiant WN  supernova=  − 40 M☉O type star  blue super giant  yellow supergiant 
 red supergiant  
 supernova

70
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> 60 M☉Mass loss fierce ≈ 10  M☉ yr , rid of almost entire envelope during the LBV stage, left with a WR star, evolving toward a SN.O type star  Of star  blue super giant 
 luminous blue variable WN star 
WC star  supernova

71

Read the first 4 paragraphs of this paper. 72
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Stellar Rotation

74
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Bodenheimer (1971) ApJ, 167, 153

Rotation law: angular momentum distribution as a function of, , the mass fraction interior to the cylinder of radius about the rotation axis.

: solid body rotation

Rotation  star cooler and fainter

75
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Prialnik

Test of Stellar Evolution by Star Clusters

81
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The birthrate function , is the number of stars per unit volume, with masses between and + that are formed out of ISM during time interval t and t + dt.,   = ( )   , where ψ(t) is the star formation rate (SFR), and ξ(M) is the initial mass function (IMF). For the Galactic disk, SFR is 5.0 ± 0.5 ☉pc  Gyrintegrated over the z direction.IMF: many more low-mass stars than higher mass stars as a result of cloud fragmentation?

Initial Mass Function

83

The IMF specifies the fractional distribution in mass of a newly formed stellar system.  It is often assumed to have a simple power law  ξ (M) = c M－α = c ( )In general, ξ (M) extends from a lower to an upper cutoff, e.g., from 0.1 to 125 solar masses.   Commonly used IMFs are those of Salpeter (1955), Scalo (1986), and Miller and Scalo (1979).  

http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/hyperz/hyperz_manual1/node7.html
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• Edwin Salpeter (1955) on solar-neighborhood stars (ApJ, 121, 161)Present-day LF mass-luminosity relation  present-day mass function  stellar evolution  initial mass functionα=2.35 or Γ = 1.35
• Glenn E. Miller and John M. Scalo extended work below 1 M⊙(1979, ApJS, 41, 513)     α ≈ 0  for M < 1 M⊙
• Pavel Kroupa (2002, Sci, 295, 82)α = 2.3 for M > 0.5 M⊙α = 1.3 for 0.08 M⊙ < M <  0.5 M⊙α = 0.3 for M <  0.08 M⊙
• A universal IMF among stellar systems (SFRs, star clusters, galaxies) (Bastian et al. 2010, ARAA). But why?

85
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Figure 1. Initial mass function for field stars in the solar neighborhood taken from a variety of recent studies. These results have been normalized at 1 M⊙. For both the MS79 and Scalo 86 IMFs we have adopted 15 Gyr as the age of the Milky Way. Current work suggests that the upper end of the IMF (> 5M⊙) is best represented by a power–law similar to Salpeter (1955) while the low mass end (< 1M⊙) is flatter (Kroupa, Tout, and Gilmore 1993). The shape of the IMF from 1–5 M⊙ is highly uncertain.  From Meyer et al. (2000) Protostars & Planets IV 87

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~jmc/papers/onc/gif/figure1.gif

Orion Nebula Cluster

88
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Hillenbrand 1997, AJ, 113, 1733 89

Jeffries 2012
90
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Andre et al. (2000) Protostars & Planets IV

Stellar Initial Mass Function and Dense Core Mass Function

91

Formation of Massive Stars
 Competitive accretion (of cloud cores)

… low-mass protostars competing with each other, and accrete matter from the parent molecular cloud 
 Coalescence of two or more stars with lower masses

92
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Compact Objects
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More about Degeneracy
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Sirius A and B by the HST

Sirius B and A by the Chandra Observatory
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electron gas

Particle in a Box
Ψ = 0 at the walls
De Broglie wavelength= 2 ⁄ ,   = 1, 2, 3, …Since =  ⁄  →  = ⁄  = 2 =  

No potential  =  2 = = = ℏ

cf. standing wave in a string
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Within the box, the Schrödinger equation  + ℏ  = 0 →  =  sin
At the center, , probability maxprobability = 0c.f. classical physics  same probability everywhere in the box
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Fermi energy: the highest filled energy level at temperature zero

=  ℏ2 ℓ
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Phase of matter Particles = ⁄ [ K]Liquid 3He atoms 4 × 10 eV 4.9Metal electrons 2−10 eV 5 × 10White dwarfs electrons 0.3 MeV 3 × 10Nuclear matter nucleons 30 MeV 3 × 10Neutron stars neutrons 300 MeV 3 × 10

Fermi energy of degenerate fermion gases

= ℏ2  3  
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μe ≈ 2 with no H

Considering the problem in terms of momentum 

Pressure and Momentum= 13   
Non-relativistic
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Chap 7 9

In the non-relativistic case

In the extremely relativistic case    v c in the pressure integral
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Chap 7 10

Why does a red giant puff off?
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Chap 7 11

ideal gas ∝ /
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Chap 7 12

and at relatively low temperature
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Chap 7 13
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Chap 7 14

In general  partial degeneracy
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Chap 7 15

… need evaluation of each parameter …
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Chap 7 16

Tabulation of Fermi integrals
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Chap 7 17

Non-Relativistic, Non-Degenerate (i.e., ideal gas) Non-Relativistic, Extremely Degenerate Extremely Relativistic, Extremely Degenerate

ideal gas ∝  /
, = 1.00 × 10   

 
⁄ [cgs]

, = 1.24 × 10   
 

⁄ [cgs]
rad = 13   
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Chap 7 18
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Chap 7 19

∝   /∝  /  so for a given M, slope =3 

Starting from here ρ ↓↓  T ↓↓

M
M
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Chap 7 20

From nonrelativistic to relativistic degeneracy

The more massive of a WD, the smaller of its size.
Vol. 1

There is a solution in case of NR.
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Chap 7 21

So a WD with = 0.4 M☉ and = 10 K has = 3 × 10  L☉
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Chap 7 22

For a WD with = 0.4 M☉, g = 4 × 10 cm s
Gravity

Gravitational Red shift

There is no solution in case of ER.

=  if =  ⁄ = ⁄
 no solution
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Chap 7 23

Mlimit (Fe) = 1.26 M☉

 For degenerate gas, ↑, ↓
 For = 1 ⨀, = 0.02 ⨀
 There is an upper limit to the mass

≈ ℏ ⁄ ⁄ ≈ 2 ⨀Rigorously, ≈ 5.836 ⨀

= 1 for H= 2 (for He)= 56/26 = 2.15
Weinberg (1972) ≈ 1.2 ⨀,   Later value ≈ 1.44 ⨀
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Chap 7 24

Wang et al. 2014
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Chap 7 25

Kalirai 2010
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Chap 7 26

White Dwarf Cooling
WDs are supported by electron degeneracy pressure.  With no sustaining energy source (such as fusion), they continue to cool and fade 
 very faint

 The luminosity of the faintest WDs in a star cluster  cooling theory  age 
 The age of the oldest globular cluster = lower limit of the age of the universe

Limiting V=30
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Chap 7 27

White Dwarf Cooling
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Ideal gas
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Chap 7 29
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Chap 7 30

L Tc

A

 chemical composition and opacity

BThe interior of a WD need not be exceedingly hot.
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Energy source: = 3 2⁄Luminosity = −  ⁄= − 3 2⁄     ⁄ =  72 ⁄
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Envelope

~10  K,  ≈ 1 − 10 km
Envelope mass 4   ≈ 2 × 10  M☉, is indeed 

small

Core Temperature

B≈  M☉, 
☉

≈  10 − 10   ≈  10  K
A  ≈  10  g cm
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Chap 7 33

= const, and  ∝  T
WD evolutionary tracks  log

☉
= 4 log   

☉
− log

☉
+ C
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Chap 7 34

Main sequenceWhite dwarf 
sequence

Blue – H atmosphere models 
Red – He atmosphere models 

for a 0.6 M" WD 

Hansen et al (2002)

White dwarf sequence of M4
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Chap 7 35

Hansen et al (2002)

The observed luminosity function of the white dwarfs in M4 (after correction of incompleteness) 
versusmodel predictions for different ages

• The WD envelope is typically thin, ~1% of the total WD radius.
• DA WD: layer of MHe ~10−2 MWD outside the CO core, then an outer layer MH~10−4 MWD
• A non-DA WD layer of MHe ~10−2 − 10−3 MWD
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Possible evolutionary paths of a supernova1. Core collapse2. Thermonuclear runaway

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/astro/snovcn.html
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Evolution of an Intermediate-mass (8 to 25 M⊙) or High-mass (＞25 M⊙) Star
 Core size ~ Earth 
 Layers of nuclear reactions (cf an onion)
 Envelope as a supergiant, with the diameter comparable to the Jupiter’s orbit

Each subsequent reaction proceeds ever faster;  silicon  iron An iron nucleus is most compact between protons and neutrons 
 further fusion does not release energy
 iron core collapses  (D～3000 km, collapses in ~0.1 s)

10 seconds
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Iron core collapse  5 billion K  photodisintegration by energetic gamma rays The star spends millions of years on the main sequence, synthesizing simple nuclei such as H and He to iron, then takes less than a second to disintegrate back to protons, neutrons and electrons. Density of the core ↗↗, reaching 4 × 10 kg/m3 (cf density of a nucleus) in < 1 s  even the electron degenerate pressure cannot support the core  + →  +Core supported by neutron degenerate pressure
 a neutron star  Core bounces  supernova explosion + supernova remnant

Evolution of a Binary System
• Both stars of a few solar masses
• More massive component  RG  transfers and loses mass 
 a hot WD

• Secondary  RG  fills the Roche lobe  transfers mass to the hot WD via an accreting disk
• Accreted material is compressed and heated, and if >  10 K 
 CNO takes place at the base of the accreted layer (even with a thermonuclear runaway if the material is degenerate) 

A nova explosionIf accretion onto a C-O WD  core mass > MCh=1.4 M☉

 Catastrophic collapse + C burning  a Type Ia supernova
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Padmanabhan II

“A nova is a transient, possibly recurring, outburst of a low-luminosity star.”Absolute mag −6 to −9  Expanding shell (500−2000) km/sEach outburst ejects 10 − 10  M⊙(not a lot! hence possible recurrent events for a single system) 

Accreting Binary Systems

Padmanabhan II

A semi-detached binary system with the primary being a WD: (in increasing L)
 dwarf nova
 classical nova(these may be cataclysmic variables)
 type Ia supernova 
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SN 1604 = Kepler’s SNSN 1572 = Tycho’s SNCrab Nebula = SN 1054

Vela SNRW49B SNR

N63A in LMC

Gum Nebula is the largest SNR in the sky, originated from a supernova explosion perhaps a Myr ago.

Gum Nebula has a angular extent > 40 deg linear size more than 2300 ly across  The closest part from Earth ~300 ly
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Cassiopeia A SNR is 3.4 kpc from us.  The explosion should have been seen 300 years ago, but was not recorded.

Visible 
(HST) 

Radio X rays

Supernovae in History
• OB association in Scorpius-CentaurusSolar system within 150 ly 2 Myr ago; should have experienced SN explosions

Prialnik
Chandra SN1604 Chandra SN1572
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The Expanding Crab Nebula 
1973 to 2001

西元1054年七月（宋仁
宗至和元年五月）金牛
座超新星爆炸，據記載
最明亮時相當於太白
（金）星的光芒，長達
23天在白天可見，直到
1056年四月（宋嘉祐元
年三月）肉眼才看不見。

天關客星

Crab Nebula (in Taurus) 
SN clearly recorded in AD1054 by Chinese astronomers 
 “Chinese supernova” 
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Supernova classificationDivided into two types based on spectraType I – with no H lines
 Further classification based also on spectra:

 Ia – strong Si line
 Ib – no H or Si line, but have He lines
 Ic – no Si, He or H lines

 Ia found in all types of galaxies
 associated with white dwarfs in binary systems Doggett and Branch (1985) 

Astron. J., 90, 2303

Supernova classification IIType II – with H linesFurther classification based on light curve
 II P – flat ‘plateau’ in LC
 II L - linear light curve

Type II, Ib, Ic found only in spiral arms of spiral galaxies (i.e. regions of recent star formation) massive starsCore collapse supernovae with mass loss in Ib and Ic Doggett and Branch (1985) 
Astron. J., 90, 2303 
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Huang

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e0/Comparative_supernova_type_light_curves.png
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WC/WR WO/WR 
supergiant Supergiant with a depleted H shell 

Padmanabhan II

Padmanabhan II

supergiant 
WC/WR WO/WR supergiant with a depleted H shell 
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• The energy source of the type Ia supernovae comes from nuclear fusion.  The explosion produces various radioactive isotopes , e.g., nickel becomes cobalt.
• So far, a few thousands SNe have been detected in external galaxies. 
• Applying the statistics, the Milky Way should have occurred one type Ia SN every 36 years, and one type II SN every 44 years.  
• Each century, therefore, we should have seen about 5 supernovae.   So, what happened?
• Which star is most likely the next?  In the solar neighborhood?

SN 1994DA type Ia in NGC 4526
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Three critical processes Solar neutrino flux = 7 × 10 /cm2/s
Neutrino mass < 0.32 eV for the sum of masses of 3 known flavors
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This can explain the explosion of MS stars with 8~12 M☉, ending with a core < 1.2 M☉.  But the progenitor of SN1987A had 20 M☉ need an alternative mechanism to explain more massive SNe
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• 1932 Chadwick discovered the neutron.
• Landau thought neutron stars might exist.
• 1934 Baade & Zwicky suggested neutron stars as remnants of supernova explosions.
• 1939 Oppenheimer & Volkoff proposed the first model for neutron stars, with estimates of masses and sizes.
• 1967 Hewish & Bell discovered the pulsar.
• Gold & Pacini proposed pulsars as fast spinning, highly magnetized neutron stars.
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Many sky survey projects, e.g., Pan-STARRS (PS), Palomar Transient Factory (PTF),  Sky Mapper, Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), to catch SNe early on, for pre-SN characterization
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Mpeak ~ –17 mag

Mpeak ~ –19 mag
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Type II (core collapse) SN progenitors

Nuclear burning shells

54Fe & 56Fe~2.05 M☉

4He shellEnvelopes of 12O, 28Si, 32S, 20Ne, 24Mg ~4 M☉
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Woosley & Weaver

Woosley & Weaver
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 Core collapse in free-fall,  ≈ ( ρ ) ⁄  ≈ 1 ms, if ρ = 1010 g cm
 Central density  and pressure ↑ ↑ and becomes subsonic; outer material remains free-fall and supersonic.  
 Transition zone = constant speed, force free, relativistic electron degenerate pressure balances gravy 
 Chandrasekhar limit

 Inside Mch, ≈ 2.3 × 10  g cm  (nuclear), strong force; material incompressible; neutron degeneracyOutside Mch supersonic accretion
 Shock wave and bounce

Free fallHomogolous
collapse
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6.1d

77.1d

UVOIR light curve

d=139x-raysd=178γ-ray Arnett
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 During a type II SN explosion, the neutron star reaches ≈  10 ~ 10  K, but cools down quickly by neutrinos, to ≈  10 K in a day, 10 K in 100 years.
 This is cold, ≈ 10 keV cf. Fermi energy ( ≈ 10  g cm ), ≈ 1000 MeV, so   → 0, and all electrons, protons, and neutrons are at the lowest energy states.
 Neutron beta decay process, → + + ν , does not take place, because the resultant electron and neutrino are not energetic enough (energy difference between and )  
 But inverse beta decay + → + ν OK
 All neutrons
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• So far thousands of SNe have been detected in external galaxies.
• In the Milky Way, a type Ia SN is expected every 36 years, and a type II SN is expected every 44 years.  Then each century should see about 5 SNe.

Notable Historical supernovae in the Milky WaySN 1006 Lupus Ia –7.5 mag, brightest in historySN 1054 Taurus II Chinese SN; Crab Nebula as the SNRSN 1572 Cassiopeia Ia Tycho’s NovaSN 1604 Ophiuchus Ia Kepler’s StarSN 1680 Cassiopeia IIb Not observed, Cas A as the SNR

Arnett

Solar System Abundances

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R-process#/media/File:Nucleosynthesis_periodic_table.svg
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:
 He H⁄ ≈ 0.25 obs OK
 D H⁄ , He H⁄ , , He H⁄ , [Li H⁄ ]density dependent  obs all same densitiesWMAP (CMB) obs consistent result

Arnett

Solar System Abundances

Different symbols from different compilations

General decline with A Z ↑, Coulomb barrier 
↑↑ for charged particle reactions 
 elements produced by neutron capture
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Cosmic abundance and stellar/galaxy evolution (Burbidge, E. M., Burbidge, G. R., Fowler, W. A., & Hoyle, F. (1957) Big Bang  H:He=10:1 Stellar Interior 10  K  p-p, CNO (fusing proton, in a proton rich or neutron poor gas) (p process)10  K  triple-alpha to C  continue to fuse α particles 
mass number multiples of 4 by fusing (α process)4 × 10  K  nuclear equilibrium  V, Cr, Mn and elements of the iron group (e process)

Explosive eventsNeutron capture rapidly (compared to the competing βdecays)  neutron-rich isotopes (r process) e, g., the radioactive elements U, U, at the expense of the iron groupNeutron capture slowly (compared to the competing βdecays)  neutron-rich isotopes (s process) 
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Arnett

Valleys at A=5 to 15 (LiBeB) and A~ 45 (Sc=scandium)

Isotopes connected by lines.
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 Other than H and He, the rest (‘metals’) is rare∵ penetration prob. between positively charged nuclei has an exponential dependence (Z1Z2)e.g., O + O  64 times stronger than in H + H
 Even A nuclei are favored; especially for even-even elements, i.e., even Z and even N.  
Z =N   α particle nuclei  e.g.,12C, 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, 36Al, 40Ca
First odd-A element is 25Mg; placed the 15th
Among the top, only 14N is not even-even.

Nuclei, like atoms, have a shell structure; “magic numbers” of protons are particularly tightly bound, e.g., 4He (Z=N=2), 16O (Z=N=8)
 56Fe not even-even; most tightly bound is 56Ni. SN I and II light curves provide evidence that Ni  Co  Fe for A=56  Abundance peaks at 56Fe
For A > 60, via neutron capture
 r-process: rapid relative to beta-decay
 s-process: slow  nuclei already tightly bound  small cross section

for neutron capture (slow compare to beta decays)  (Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, & Hoyle; see Clayton)
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Stellar Evolutionary Path
Star = (1 .. 8) ℳ⊙

Star > (8 .. 10) ℳ⊙

Mass loss ↑                  white dwarf (0.6 .. 1.4) ℳ⊙Stellar wind

Less mass ↓                 Core > 1.4 ℳ⊙ No remnant?PN

C detonation?

20 to 30% 
mass loss 

Core collapse
Core < 1.8 ℳ⊙, neutron star + SNR
Core > 1.8 ℳ⊙, black hole (?); a collapsar↔ gamma-ray bursts
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BH (M=108 sun), averagedensity ~ water

Nonrotating (J = 0) Rotating (J > 0)Uncharged (Q = 0) Schwarzschild KerrCharged (Q  0) Reissner-Nordström Kerr-Newman

The two physical relevant surfaces of a Kerr black hole.

General BH metric, with M, J and Q = Kerr-Newman metric.
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Hypernovae, Kilonovae

• Black-hole mergers
• White dwarf merger  Type I SN
• Neutron-star mergers  gravitational wave radiation spiral inwards ; merging  a NS or a BH  a short GRB + a kilonovae + r-process elements produced and ejecteda kilonova: luminosity 100 x of a classical nova
• Hypernova = superluminous supernovaa hypernova: luminosity > 10 x of a standard 
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https://archive.org/details/TheInternalConstitutionOfTheStars
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